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This evening I have some important announcements to make which
have been foreshadowed by the Prime Minister who has just finished speak-
ing from London. As Mr . King has emphasized, the Trade Agreements recently
concluded at Geneva are a great step forward in t he direction of freer trade
and world recovery . Taken with the Marshall Plan which is now under con-
sideration by the 'United States, the Geneva Agreements hold forth rising
hope of world recovery and of orderly and expanding trade between nations,
toward which objects Canada has been striving in her forei?;n economic policy .

F~mphasis on Constructive Approac h

The fact that the rapid depletion of our exchange reserves now
compels us to take some special actions to strengthen our trading position

implies no lessening in our determination to work toward the objective of
world recovery and expanding trade

. Indeed, the program I have to announce
is designed to overcome our present exchange difficulties in the shortest
possible tir

.ie through constructive rather than restrictive actions and policies
.Restrictions are used

only to t he extent that they are essential to bridge the
gap between the present and the time when the full effects of the constructive
longer-range measures can be realized .

Reduction of Exchange Reserves

There can be no doubt that action to safeguard our national position
! is urgent and essential

. We came out of the war with very substantial reserves
of gold and U.S . dollars -- about $ 1,500 million at the end of 1945 . Last yearwe ended up with $1,245 million

. Last Thursday our reserves were down t oslightly over $500 million
. This is a trend which cannot be allowed to continue .

It has of course been a matter of grave concern to the Government for some time
.The Governr

.ient felt, however, it would be unwise to reach a final decision in re-
:~ard to its pro~

;ram until it knew the results of the difficult and far-reaching
:trade negotiations which were being carried on at Geneva and until the prospects

for implementation of the Marshall Plan became more definite
. I am satisfiedthat course was the right one .

Rer.sons for Loss of Reserve s

Our heavy loss of exchange reserves arises from two major developments . Tfirst is Europe's oritical economic position
. The second is the tremendous increasei
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in the quantity and costs of imports from the United States .
ie had expected to draw substantially on our exchange
reserves for a period of two or three years after the en d
of the war . Economic recovery in Europe and Asia was
clearly going to take some time . It was also clear that
our imports from the United States would be very large .
But as events have transpired, recovery in Europe has
suffered disappointinJ setbacks, bad weather and poor
crops have intensified the need for outside assistance and
the assistance made available so far, though large, has
proved insufficient for the task . Europe's ability to
send us more goods in settlement for purchases from :us has
shown little improvement and that in turn has accentuated
our dependence on imports from the United States . 1:oreover,
the level of our own consumption and the rate of expansion
in our physical capital have exceeded the most optimistic
forecasts and these, combined with the marked rise in
prices in the United States, have swelled our dollar imports
to a truly remarkable extent .

You can look at our position in this way . dhen
a country sells goods on credit it must export more than it
imports or draw on its foreign exchange or other capital
assets to pay for part of its imports . In 1946 we sole more
goods and services abroad than we purchased, with the
result that the loss in our exchange reserves was not
large . This year, however, vie have increased our imports
to such an extent that we have bought about as much as
we sold . A substantial part of our sales, however, has
had to be on credit and, therefore, we have had to dig
deeply into our exchange reserves to pay for our increased
imports . In other words, we have been financing a very
high level of consumption and investment at home by
drawing on our exchange reserves .

A 1:any-3ided Approac h

There is no simple or painless way of correcting
our dollar problem . It is so large that it must be
attacked from many sides . The Government has considered
just about every feasible course of action and has arrived
at what I believe to be a balanced and constructive
program .

Currency Not to be Depreciate d

One commonly discussed course of action --
depreciation of our currency -- has been considered and
rejected . Currency depreciation is a mreasure which may
be appropriate to deal with a situation where a country
is in balance of payments difficulties because its costs
and prices are at a level which does not enable it to
compete in world markets . This is far from being our case .
Costs and prices in Canada are lower than they are i n
most countries with which we cor,,ete in world trade .
Price competition with others is not restricting our
exports . On the contrary, our difficulty in obtaining
United States dollars in adequate amounts for our exports
arises from the international financial difficulties in
which some of our best customers find themselves, and
these would not be corrected by depreciation of the
Canadian dollar .



So far as imports are concerned, we find no
reason for thinking that exchange depreciation of an
amount which could be deliberately undertaken would
exercise any considerable restraining influence . After
all, the prices of our imports from the United States have
risen by nearly forty per cent since June, 1946, and at the
same time our imports have continued to rise month after
month . ,Vhat reason would there be to assume that a further
price increase of, say, ten per cent brought about b y
currency depreciation would restrict, to any worthwhile extent,
our buying in the United States? Of Course, if we were to
reduce the value of our currency far enough we could re-
strict imports from the United 3tates but the penalty woul d
be an immediate and violent rise in prices, far beyond
anything ever experienced in Canada .

To the other unavoidable upward pressures on
prices the Government does not propose to add currency
depreciation .

In the program which we have worked out, the
emphasis is on constructive and non-restrictive measures
which in time should be sufficient to meet our exchange
problem.

=eneva Agreements and i .:arshall Pla n Vital Ste s

It will be quite clear that the most effective
and desirable solution would be to see Europe and Asia
again in a position to engage in multilateral trade and
to pay for their purchases from others in goods or con-
vertible exchange . The conclusion of the Geneva agreement s
and the development of the Marshall Plan are vital and
encouraging steps in this direction .

The form in ;r,rhich the Marshall Plan is implemented
will have a very important bearin- on our exchange situation,
and, indeed, on the formulation of our policy in many
fields . It will necessarily have a bearing on our continued
participation in the European recovery program . In relation
to its productive capacity Canada has played a major par t
in the post-war pro~;rars for world reconstruction . Our
ability to continue this contribution depencls in part on
our ability to maintain at a hi,;h level the importation
of essential materials and equipment from the Unite d
States ; and this in turn depends on the volume of our
United States dollar earr.ings . de have pointed out to the
United States how our difficulties in buying from that
country arise very largely from our inability to sell to
Europe for dollars, and we have expressed our concern that
dollars made available by ConTress for aid to Europe will
be used in part to purchase supplies in Canada and else-
Where that are not readily available in the United States .

Expect Use of T;=arshall Plan Funds in Canad a

The United States Gover, . :ient has now recommended
to Conpress that it should authorize the use of funds voted
for aid to Europe in making purchases outside the United
States . In the expectation that this policy will be
implemented, we are ascertaining what supplies can be made
available from Canada for this purpose . A program of this
kind would resemble in many respects the Hyde Park Agreement



that proved to be so effective and constructive during the
war . Our actions in the past have demonstrated clearly
our concern with the recovery of Europe which is the purpose
of the blarshall Plan . Despite our exchange difficulties ,
we intend to permit the countries to which vie have authorized
credits to use at an appropriate rate the still considerable
unexpended balance, if at all possible . :'1e intend to d o
so because we are convinced that the recovery of Europe is
vital to Canada's prosperity .

Yaximum Economic Cooperation between Canada and the United
State s

'Je are not, however, in a position to wait for
European recovery which will take time . .-Ie must increase
substantially our supply of U .S . dollars . Canada has
depended heavily on sales overseas to provide the foreign
exchange with which to meet our requirements in the United
States, and we are findinc-3 this to our disadvanta~e today as
we have on several occasions in the past . The new trade
agreements announced tonight will help to improve this
condition but they will not of themselves be sufficient .
de propose to take further steps to bring about a better
balanQe of trade with the United States . We are determined
to find a lasting solution to our difficulties in the
expansion of our trade rather than in the straight-jacket
of restrictions . There are a number of constructive lines
along which we can work and we must use them all . The
Governments of Canada and the United States are consulting
on measures designed to facilitate the earliest possible
removal of the temporary import restrictions to whic h
I shall refer in a moment, and to achieve the maximum degree
of economic cooperation between the two countries .

Diversion of Export s

One obvious way in which we could increase our
dollar receipts would be to divert to U .S . dollar markets
exports which we are now selling elsewhere on credit . To
some extent this is feasible and necessary since many of our
overseas customers are in a position where they are
restricting their purchases from us . 'de do not wish, however,
to go too far in such a diversion of exports both because of
the urgent needs of the United E'ingdom and other overseas
countries for some of our products and also because of our
interest in maintaining essential markets .

Constructive Leasures for Trade Development

The more positive approach is to expand ou r
production for export to the United States, and to develop
our natural resources and manufacturing industry in a manner
that will permanently reduce the undue luck of balance in our
trade with that country . The reduction in U .S . tariffs under
the Geneva Agreements should much increase the opportunities
of certain Canadian industries in the United States market .
The Government hopes and expects that such industries will
adapt their production to take the fullest advantage of their
opportunities and in many cases expand their capacity . Some of
our natural resources can and should be developed and further
processed in a manner that will help to ease our dollar problem .
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Better Balance in Branch Plants Operations Needed

Another very important aspect of the effort t o
achieve a better balanced position concerns the operations
of branch plants in this country . We have always wished to
encourage development of U .S . branch plants, but in the face
of our exchange problem today we suffer from the disadvantage
that these plants are heavy importers of parts and materials
which must be paid for in U .S . dollars Nvhile they are exporting
to countries which find it difficult or impracticable to pay in
dollars . It is therefore essential that such manufacturin6
industries should concentrate on the development of U .S .
dollar sources of income with which to offset their U .S . dollar
outlays . It should be possible, for example, for the Canadian
automobile industry -- which produced large amounts of the
cheapest and most efficient army transport during the war -- to
produce automobile parts or models for sale in U .S . dollars to
balance the large purchases of components and materials which
they make in the United States .

Program of Encouraging Efficient Development

The Go-ernment will make every feasible effort to
encourage and to co-operate in-the development of these plans .
I should make it clear, however, that what the Go-ernment has
in mind in this whole program is not the stimulation o f
uneconomic production, but rather the encouragement of more
rapid development of our resources and industry in an efficient
manner .

Stimulation of Gold Productio n

De••elopment along these lines must be pursued
vigorously . It will take time to work out its concrete
application and the need is pressing . Nleanwhile, there is
one Canadian industry in particular which should be able to
effect a rapid and substantial increase in its production
if some assistance is pro-ided now . I refer to the gold
mining industry, which has at the present time a large
unutilized capacity, and which produces a commodity for which
there is an unlimited dollar market . Increases in the costs
of gold production which have occurred during the past few
years have made much of our potential production unprofitable .
This has reduced the output of certain existing mines and has
slowed down prospecting for new properties .

The Gorernment has come to the conclusion that,
as part of its general program for dealing with the present
exchange emergency, it should take additional steps to
assist in removing the deterrent effect on production of
rapidly rising costs combined with a fixed market price for
the product . In considering the form of action, we must
have regard not only for administrative considerations, but
also for our obligations under the International Iïonetary
Fund Agreement . The precise details will therefore no t
be made known until they are laid before Parliament but, in
order to avert specula.tion in the interval, I will state
now that it is the intention of the Go-ernment to defray
for a three-year period, to be dei'ined in the legislation,
the costs of additional gold production o-trer and above the
emount s produced in the year ended June 30, 1947, to the
extent of $ 7 for each fine ounce of additional production .



The constructi-e Tro,,r•am I have outlined ob-7iously
cannot be put into effect o-erniVht . It can be started at
once but it will take sorne ti :ae before it can be fully
effective in stoTpin6 the drain of U . S . dollars to which we
have been subject .

Te_n- orc r•-T Kestricti _ e i-'rc rurr~

This means that we must de-elo1_, a teru ;:oz•ury
restrictine f~ro~,r~~m to meet the il~u;iediate eraer•~,er.cy . Tiis
short-run ener„ency ~,ro..rÛm consistin` of mea sures desined
to restrict our use of U . S . dollars includes svreepili6
restrictions on iial-port : and on ple4sure travel, and the
imr.•osition of ;,pecir,l excise taxes for the ?.ur-pose o1 restric-
tinc7 the Durcllt:fie of r1Uny of the d? .ti'cible kinds of consumer
pooQs sahich are either lI'lc ;oi-ted or contain a si_niticGnt
i,n-;,)ojL•t cc .:ntent .

First as to the i :a
,
)ort restrictions . Thes e

',~~rill in-ol-e t h e com1)lete ?;ro}li b ition of the i~ly~ort :i of SOiilE3
consumer L oOCiS and t h e ir:.po L itlon of o uotûS on others .

Control of Capital Croocds Il:,r•ort s

)-th res-pect to -whot are ~.ener•dlly i -r.cti-rn A, ;3 c« ;~ital
oods, neither a co:ùNlete prohibition nor a quota syste .;i is

a,,, ) lic a ble . It i ;, -~;ro!;osed tneref•or•e to pl~;ce sr~,ecifi c
classes of cat,itül ~ooâs in a cGte6or~~ under which ihiports
may be controlled and restricted . The Linister of
Reconstruction and O;up_~1y, %%,},o will be char6ed •r,ith a;dr.inister-
in~, this T-hase of the nro,,ra.ui, will te in a position t o
re-tlietiv with ir_dustry ~roposed exi .•enditures inlyolniz*, iiùl)orted
machinery, ecui-pTaert and ry,~aterials •,:ith a niew to seeinC; to
v.r^t exter.t such ~rciins on our dollar resources may be
elimir_ated, reduced, or 1,ost :,oned .

Irn~~ort rot i 'L•iticn s

Turnir ~_- now to the restrictions on ii:Ivorts of
consumer e.oo( ;;, the list of eutri~,ht prohibitions is a lo:. i ,
one t"Jhich co- ers p rinci pa 1l y "oC)d£i :','hic}1 are ûlre'c)cly 1 ,1'oQllcOd
in Cenade to a substantial detree or are in some c e-.Les of r.
se:ni-luxury or nor_-essentizl t :,-,)e, and it includes : .•u ,-,ii i cerr!s
c s je ,-reller lr , car<< y , no -eltie s, t-,-je w riters, r-U uios, ïefri _ -
erE tors, and 1`zirni ture . ie are also, E t
the outset, ,>c~ ~:rily the 1 :ILi)OT'tE t1Cn 01 all
motor 1,ehicle ;.i, 11zt we i*i`,Fr.c_:, in the rear lul,ure to rerl4ce
t~is complete ~;ro>> t ~ ~.:.ith ri restrictive cucta sl tea. .

~uot-_:s or h~~: -r, Cl~c~ses of 7::,ro~ts

T~ :ere are other classes of Li.-, .o:L-ts vrhich, th ou`f~iirr:ortant and ciF ::iroble, h~.:-e Lro•,:n to excessive prc,oi"'tioris
in relation to our r_eeds and our ca~)L.citST to 1.)Gy out h~:rci
currency . To tha ::e cl~,sses or ,~oocâs we are (,uotb
r•e .-strictions . Ob-ieu :;ly, I cr,ni ot `ive co ; ..plete dett:ils
in this talk, but in the fruit end •~e~ etal~le 2'ield, foi
e'â'1r ~1Q orv. r; es ~rapei'r~?it le~,lor : fruitf f , l; , 1C e 5, Ot ::t00 o ,
1)ples and onions are ~ .eii_:- ; ±,1c.ceci ui.cier a c uota . Imports ol•

clmost all out-oi'- :;eaa•cn f•res} . fruits and lre~etat~les us ~>rel l
ss Of almn~•t all ttiinc.s of~ cai ;ned toods are bein,,, pi-oilibited Lut
no retitricticr_s are applied to i :L,nar.as, rcsisins, fits and
Prunes . In textiles no restrictions are placed on raw
?ac-:+terials and yarns but 9l .aost all other textile :s, T,r`kethe r
ir the form or c~ic:de- :.il) v,ec.rin~,, al;parel, or ot1her
linished 6oc(,s, are to be ~zr:èer another c:uota . There are two
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more quotas, one including all leathers, all kinds of footwear,
gloves, leather garments and lu?,gage, and the other a grou p
of sundry items including clocks and watches, cutlery, bames,
toys, sporting goods, and smokers' supplies .

Each of these four quotas will be divided into two
parts - one part applying to imports from countries which we
must pay in dollars and which we do not know to be short of
dollars ; the other part applying to imports from all other
countries, being either countries which we do not need to pay
in dollars or which are short of dollars themselves and whose
trade we should encourage if we can . The quotas are set for
each group of countries on the basis of t-iice the pre-war
tralue of imports except for the textile quota which is four
times pre-war . Indi-idual importers share in the group quota
in accordance with their share of the imports concerned during
the twelre months ending June, l947 . The current rat e
of imports from the group of countries short of dollars i s
far short of the Guota, and it will not be necessary to restrict
these imports from such countries so lonÿ as their trad e
remains below the quota leuel . Imports from the first group
of countries, howerer, will be under strict control and will
generally be cut severely .

Import Controls hton-Discriminatcr,y

This system of quotas is, of course, hard to exi)lain
in a short talk but detailed exa-,lanations and examples will be
found in the neaspapers tomorrow, and full details and instruct-
ions will be a"ailable to immorters fror,i their local collectors
of customs . Goods now in transit to Canada will be admitted
without reference to these new prohibitinns and quota.s, but
this exemption will not a4.ply to goods on order . The plan does
not involve discrimination , .bainst imports from some countries
in fa-our of the same Coods imported fr0?i1 other countries .
Prohibitions ar~ply to imports from all countries ; quotas -,re
based on pre-war tr~ :6e, and perrsit the maximum flexibilit y
in their use that we car, afford . In selectir.6 items to be
restricted we have, of course, er.dealroured to pick those which
we -must pay for in U .S . dollûrs, and we have tried to interfere
as little as possible with the export trade of those countries
which are short of gold and foreign exchange .

Restrictions Effecti- e Now

At the cominb session of Parliament a special Bill
will be introduced concernir_t; these emerbency restricticr .s . In
order to aT~oid widespread ar.ticipution and e-asion of these
restrictions in the next few vreek s-, which would cost us iaan.y
millions of dollars that we cannot afford, we will ask YGrliament
to make this new lavr apply as from i ;iidnight toni8ht, and we will
put these restrictions into effect in au-ance, as we do in the
case of Budget proposals . This can be done under the provisions
of the Foreign Exchange Control l:ct . At the tirr.e this iiet was

has the opportunity to pass specific legislation .

I passed the Go-ernmer.t did not belietre that such power was con-
tained in the tict, but we are now ad-ised by the law officers of
the Crown that it prorid es the le,~al Lasis for such restriction s

1 as are pro?)osed . In the ur,~)ent circ _a:itances which face us, we
1 have decided that this power should .~e used until Parliament

Cut in Tra~1' el ,xpenditure s

The travel restrictions which are doinb into effec t
'are approximately the sbme those which prei ► ailed immediately
eafter the w• V41 -P ti 17 f m N v b 1`~tt th 1 t'

i

i

ai . ec e ro o em er .~ 1, e a.r1nua ra ion
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of funds for pleasure travel will be fixed at an amount not to
exceed $150 per person for those who desire to tralTel in a U .S .
dollar area . Applications for travel funds when required for
genuine reasons of business, health, or education will be dealt
with on their merits . We take this step reluctantly since it
limits the friendly contacts between our people and our
neighbours to the south, but we simply cannot afford the large
sums of U .S . dollars that Canadians are spending in pleasure
travel .

Special Taxes on Durable Consumer Goods

Import restrictions alone will not be enough t o
keep down our use of goods which contain a high proportion
of parts or materials from the United States . Many of these
goods are produced on a large scale in Canada and we cannot
properly limit and ration the imported parts and materials .
I am, therefore, proposing, to use the same fiscal devices as
we used during the war to restrict purchases of this type of
goods . The Government will ask Parliament to place an excise
tax of twenty-fitre per cent on a wide range of these durable
consumer goods, the purchase of which can normally be postponed
by the average family if necessary and most of which are of a
less essential character . This tax will apply to sporting goods,
outboard motors, pleasure launches, firearms, oil burners,
motorcycles, musical instruments, cameras, radios, phonographs
and to most types of electrical home appliances . In some cases
there is already a ten per cent tax that is to be increased to
twenty-fi,re per cent . In the case of automobiles, the present
ten per cent tax is to be increased to twenty-fi"e per cent on
the value up to one thousand two hundred dollars with fift y
per cent applying to the ac;ditional "alue up to two thousand
dollars and seventy-fi-T ► e per cent on the excess over two
thousand dollars . These taxes of course will apply on the
manufacturer's price, not the retail price .

Ta x es Desit; ned to Li. -q it Purchases

These new or udd.itional taxes are not being
proposed for the purpose of raisins revenue . Their purpose
is to limit expenditures on these 6oods and thereby on the
steel and other imported materials or parts which they
contain . We should nartially defeat our objectiire if', after
banning many such imports, domestic production of the same
type of articles were to expand to fill the 6up at the cost
of further substantial Ln-.ports of components and materials .

' Tax Re au ction s

While the cold facts of our dollar position make
it necessary to impose these special types of taxes, we are
proposirE to remove or reduce certain other taxes i n
ceses where this should result in a lowerind of the price s
of essential goods v;hich ha-e to be purchased by all Canadian
families . Vdith_ this in mind I am proposinb that the excise
tax of one cent a pound on su,~,ar be remo-ed, that the import
duty on tea from the normal sources be removed, that the duty
on coffee be reduced, and that el-,,;tricity and gas used in
dwellin,~.s be exempt from the eight per cent sales tax .

Now that the Government's proposals have been
announced, we propose to foliow the usual budgetary practice
of asking Parliament to muke them effecti,,re from the time of
announcement, and taxes at the new rates will therefore be
collected on all sales by manufacturers and on imports,
beginninE tomorrow morninE .
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Short-term Credit Frcm U .S . Exnort-Irrlnort Bank

While the effects of this whole program will be very
substantial, there will still be a deficit in our trade with the
dollar,area which will not for a time be fully offset by our
receipts of U .S . dollars from the United hingdom and other
countries to which we are sellinE a portion of our exports on
credit . To prohide for this situation., and in order to
supplement our holdin~,s of gold and U .S . dollars and our
rights to draw upon our c?uota in the International Nionetary Fur_d,
we have believed it prudent to arrange for temporary financiie,
in the United States . A foreign loan is not of course a
solution to our dollar problem . It merely provides a supplement
to our exchange reserves to take care of a temporary deficit
until the constructi-e, lont~er-run measures which are goin b
into effect get into full operation and produce a more
reasonable balance in our commercial and financial relations
with the dollar area . Not only does it tive more time for the
constructive solutions, but it also permits the adoption of a
program less upsettirg to business than would otherwise be
necessary . Without the margin of safety which a loan pronides,
the program of restrictions would have to be much more severe
which would not only cause undue dislocations to the Canadian
economy and to many of our suppliers in the United States, but
would impair the contribution which an efficiently funetioning
North American economy should be able to make to the economic
restoration of the war shattered countries .

In the ordinary course of e-ents, dollars borrowed
by the Dominion of Canada in the United States 'vrould have co :ae
from pri-ate investors . In the present circumstances, however,
it was felt that the magnitude of the sum required, and the
necessity for cuick decision, made it advisable to approac h
a public institution, namely the ÿxpoz-t-Import Bank of
,`+ashington . Arrangements have been made ~rrith that Bank for
a credit of three hundred million dollars .

The step taken in arranginv for a credit from the
Fxport-Ir,iport Bank is a de1~Erture from our normal practice of
securin~ necessary U .S . dollar fir_ancin`=_ by sale of our
obligations to banks or other Fri-ate in^estors in the United
States . In the near future, ho~-ie-er, we intend to inlrestigGte
the possibility of borrowin~; in this form . It is the :;tal.utory
responsibility of the ?~~_;,ort-I:anort Bar.K riot to cor,spete with,
but rather to encourage and supplement, the use of private
capital in finar.cir.8 United States forei~,n truàe . with this in
mind, the "xpcrt-Irnport Bank alwav-s welcomes the prepüyi:ient of
loans or reduction of its commitments to lend if borrowers are
able to obtain their reçuirements from other sourceL .

United St :tes I ttit& e

You w ill observ e that one of the fcundbtions of
this program is co-operation with the United States both
in respect to mutual tradin,~, problems and to assistance to
other countries . In discussing this plan of action wit h
the United States authorities and in securir-6 their co-operation,
We have had a most understanding anc, helpful reception . I
do not know how generally is realized the magnitude of the
responsibilities that are fallin t; up on the Go^ernment ,
the Congress and the people of the United States at this
highly critical time in the world's ai'feirs . We in Canada,
situ b ted so similarl3*, are perhaps in a better position than
lost to appreciyte their prollems, and I think it is fittir.t
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that we should note and acknowled8e what the United State s
is doing and planning to do in the task of world reconstruction .

Restrictions Unav oidable But Temporary

I am well aware that the restrictive aspects
of this program will come as something of a shock to many
Canadians . It is regrettable that such action has to be
taken, but to adopt a lesser program would be to ris k
failure and to invite conditions which would necessitate
far more drastic restrictions . The program has to be
sufficient t o meet the problem . We cannot temporize with
our national welfare . The emphasis is on the longer range
constructive measures which will steadily work to produce
conditions under which the restrictive aspects of the
program will become unnecessary . We intend to get rid of
these restrictions just as soon as circumstances will permit .

Industry and Public Can Help Make ProE ram Work

The speed with which these constructive measures
will produce the necessary results depends to a very important
degree on active and -vigorous co-operation by business an d
the public generally . We believe in a free economy in this
country and we do not want to get entangled in a massive system
of restrictive controls . That means it is up to all of us to
make the constructive and basic part of this program work . The
responsibilities of business and industry to expand thei r
U .S . dollar-producing activities are clear, and greater
opportunities are being provided . Industry has also the
responsibility of working and co-operating in efforts to reduce
and offset the drain of U .S . dollars which is involved in many
of our manufacturing operations . In addition the business
community can help greatly by def erring less essential plan s
for physical expansion . The import controls over capital goods
will necessitate reconsideration of a good many such plans, but
these controls will be less restrictire and the pressure on
building costs will be eased if businessmen carefully re-examine
their plans and defer for the time being those which ar e
not urgently necessary . The responsibilities of the
general public, if less specific, are also clear . Let
us constantly remind ourselves that one of the main
reasons for the great expansion in imports from the United
States is the high level of consumer purchases in this
country . To the extent that we can defer for the time
being our larger exr~enditures and economize in our day to
day spending, the dollar problem will be lessened and the
upward pressure on prices reduced .

Prosperity Rel ated to "lorld Condition s

The truth is that we in Canada have been li*7in6
somewhat beyond our means during the last t-(~ar or more --
not beyond what we could afford if the rest cf the world
was restored to economic health, but beyond what we can
afford in the world as it is today . Vie cannot expect t o
be completely prosperous when mucli the rest of the world
in which we live, and on which we ci,, :and for a large part of
our trade, is just beginning to recover from the terrible
destruction and dislocation of the war .

So we have to make adjustments to bring our national
living standard within the limits of what we can afford in the
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difficult conditions that surround us . For most of us, this
moderate measure of austerity will mean inconvenience and for
some it will create difficulty, but a problem of this magni-
tude cannot be solved painlessly .

Canada's Basic Position Sound

At the same time, let us keep our difficulties in
their right perspective . In comparison with most of the rest
of the world we are a very fortunate people . Our trouble
arises from the misfortunes of other countries, not from any
basic weakness in our own economy . Our basic position is
sound . Our level of employment is at the maximum . We have
a great and expanding capacity to produce . We are producing
at a high level and at relatively low cost . This country of
ours has had a notable record of achievement during and after
the war - a record which has given us self-confidence and
raised Canada's stature in the eyes of the world . Let us keep
up that record in surmounting the present emergency, conscious
of our responsibilities and confident of our great future .

18/XI/47
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